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WHA
AT IS A NO
ON-MARK
KET-BASED
D APPROA
ACH?
This approach iis aimed too reorient the climatee change actions in thhe context of the
missions to achieve
a
princciples and pprovisions of the Conveention addreessing reduuction of em
stabillization of greenhousee gas conceentrations inn the atmosphere at a level thatt would
proteect the healtth and integgrity of Moother , withoout the traansference, trade or off
ffsets of
units of CO2e among Parrties, and ensuring
e
thhe achievem
ment of joiint mitigatioon and
adapttation co-beenefits, taking into acccount that sustainablee mitigationn is only ppossible
throuugh adaptatiion. The noon-market-bbased approaach takes innto consideeration the rright of
Mothher Earth too the non-commodificcation and financialization of thheir environnmental
functtions.
THE
E UNFCCC IS INHER
RENTLY A NON-MARKET-BASED APPR
ROACH
The article
a
3 abbout the prinnciples of thhe UNFCC
CC calls for the protecttion of the climate
systems for the benefit of present andd future gennerations off humankinnd, on the basis
b
of
equityy and in accordance with their common but differrentiated reesponsibilitiies and
respeective capaabilities. Allso article 4 about the
t
commiitments of Parties with the
Convvention is based onn cooperattion, solidaarity, compplementaritty and finnancial,
technnological annd capacity bbuilding suppport from developed to
t developinng country Parties,
favorring to the m
most vulneraable.
E CLIMATE
E CHANG
GE CONTEX
XT
THE
Cumuulative globbal emissionns have tottaled about 1214 GT in
i 1850-20008. Of thiis total,
Anneex I countrries accountted for 8788 GT or 72% of the total. Sinnce their shhare of
population was about
a
25%, so their faiir share wass 310 GT annd their oveeruse was 568 GT.
Non A
Annex I couuntries accoounted for 3336 GT or 28% of the tootal. Their fair share w
was 904
GT aand under-use was 568 GT. The carbon debt of Annex I countries w
was thus 5668 Gton
for thhe period 18850-2008. They are sttill accumulating debt bbecause theiir actual em
missions
as a ggroup in 20009 still exceeed their fairr share.
Limitting temperrature rise too within 1.5 degrees, CO2 emissioons in 2010--2050 must be kept
to beelow 450 GT. Thereforre, in order to prevent the increasse of climatte change too much
moree less than 1.5 degrees is necessary:
GT by 2050.
1. Establishh the target gglobal emisssions of lesss than 450 G
b
thee percapita w
world popullation in 20550, which iss nearly
2. Divide thhat amount between
of 120 G
GT for deveeloped counntries and 6630 GT by developingg countries,, whilst
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applying some coefficients to get into the principles of the Convention of historical
responsibility, CBDR and equity.
In sharing the remaining carbon space in 2010-2050 two concepts are needed: (1) The
allocation of carbon space as according to rights and responsibilities; (2) The actual carbon
budget (and related physical emissions reduction schedule) that countries eventually put
forward as what they can physically undertake.
There could be a difference between the allocation of responsibilities and rights, and the
actual emissions reduction or related budgets. Therefore: Countries that cannot meet their
allocated budget or emission cut can compensate for this unmet part of their obligation and
countries that do not make full use of these rights, can obtain the funds for their actions.
THE NEED FOR RECOGNITION OF AN INTEGRATED NON-MARKET-BASED
APPROACHES AT THE UNFCC
Non-market-based approaches imply establishing a global ethical commitment with Mother
Earth in order to prevent global warming much more less than 1.5 degrees.
The recognition of international institutional arrangements based on non-market-based
approaches at the UNFCCC is important in order to effectively articulate ambitious efforts
on mitigation and adaptation to climate change in a holistic and comprehensive way. Also,
to address comparable efforts, transfer finance, technology and capacity building in a not
discriminatory way whilst supporting the most vulnerable countries in a systematic manner.
Finally, it is necessary in order to establish a system of measurement, monitoring,
verification and reporting, particularly for public funds to be provided from developed
countries to developing countries.
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The development of non-m
market-based-approaches under thhe COP impplies the folllowing
interrrelated aspects:
1. Developeed countriess must be ccommitted tto pay theirr climate d
debt (568 G
GTN) –
through financial and
a
technollogy suppoort to deveeloping couuntry partiees, plus
wards. The payment m
must be
ensuring no new deebt is being created froom now onw
Fund (GCF).
disbursedd at the Greeen Climate F
2. Strengtheening the reduction of emissioons of developed coountries th
hrough
national non-mark
ket-based scchemes in oorder to adddress immeddiate reducttions of
CO2e too almost zeero, enablinng developinng countriees to have more atmoospheric
space. Thhis can incluude a varietty of approaches, incluuding directt emissions pricing
(carbon ttax); subsiddy reforms; feed-in tariffs; energy efficiency aand other nnegative
cost meaasures, andd tackling consumptioon as elem
ments of a non-markeet-based
approachhes.
3. Establishhment of a Global Repository
R
of Motherr Earth (G
GRME), in which
developinng country parties reggister CO2ee reductionss and multipple adaptatiion cobenefits, as a result oof the achievvement of voluntary
v
coommitmentss on mitigation and
adaptatioon using climate debbt paymentss by develloped counntry Partiess. Joint
mitigatioon and adapptations uniits includedd in the GR
RME are noot transferabble and
tradable, and are the ethical conntribution off Parties tow
wards Motheer Earth.
4. Establishhment of thhe Joint M
Mitigation and Adap
ptation Meechanism ffor the
Integral and Sustaiinable Man
nagement oof Forests aand Motherr Earth artiiculated
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to the GRME as one of the main instruments to achieve joint mitigation and
adaptation voluntary commitments. In turn, developing country Parties are able to
ascribe national initiatives to the JMAM in order to receive support of the Green
Climate Fund (GCF).
5. Development of additional initiatives of mitigation and/or adaptation by developing
country Parties to be articulated to the GRME.
The greatest challenge to developing countries is to de-couple conventional economic
growth from emissions growth. This can be achieved adequately using international
cooperation in transfers of finance and environmentally-sound technology. Higher levels
of finance and technology transfers would lead to a greater efficiency in terms of lower
emissions per capita while allowing GNP per capita to grow, and enable mitigation actions
of developing countries.
THE JOINT MITIGATION AND ADAPTATION MECHANISM
The non-market-based approach implies the constitution of the Joint Mitigation and
Adaptation Mechanism (JMAM) operating under the guidance of the COP as one of the
main instruments to fill out the global repository of Mother Earth with ethical CO2e
reductions and multiple adaptation co-benefits.
The JMAM is an instrument to provide joint mitigation and adaptation commitments
generated at the national level and registered at the international level in the GRME. The
GCF provides to JMAM initiatives ex ante and expost funding in order to achieve such
commitments. The basic of the JMAM are: a) strengthening forest and landscapes
governance; b) planning of systems of life of Mother Earth and sustainable productive
systems; c) common multiactoral agreements about joint mitigation and adaptation goals;
d) integrated support for promotion of sustainable productive systems at the local and
community level; and e) holistic monitoring including mitigation and adaptation to cliate
change.
The JMAM allows the establishment of agreements of joint mitigation and adaptation
between the UNFCCC (Green Climate Fund) governance body and developing country
Parties (through a national JMAM entity) based on a composite of ex ante and ex post
sustained public financing.
The JMAM works on through the ascription of initiatives developing integral and
sustainable management of the forests integrating to them joint mitigation and adaptation
approaches. Through this process it captures all the collective efforts developed by people
and communities at different scales and governance levels, then strengthening polycentric
governance on climate change.
DECISION AT THE COP TO STRENGHTEN AN INTEGRATED NON-MARKETBASED APPROACH
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Decides to establish the Global Repository of the Mother Earth, considering mitigation
and adaptation co-benefits to protect the integrity of Mother Earth and people,
articulated to the Green Climate Fund (GCF).
Decides to establish the Joint Mitigation and Adaptation Mechanism (JMAM) to work
under the Convention as a non-market based instrument to enhance voluntary joint
mitigation and adaptation efforts of developing country Parties, including through a
process of ascription to the Global Repository.
Decides to enhance non-market-based approaches for the domestic reduction of
emissions by developed country parties.
Call for exchange of information by developing country Parties in order to promote
additional initiatives of mitigation and/or adaptation to be articulated to the GRME.
Decides to call SBSTA for the development of methodologies and procedures for nonmarket-based approaches in order to take a decision about the comprehensive
implementation of an integrated non-market-based approach at the COP20.
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